MINI K.G.
Portion for the 1st Term Exam
2014/15.

1st Term Oral Exam for Mini K.G. will be conducted from 11th October, 2014.

Portion for the same is as follow:-

**Language** –
A to Z (Orally).
Recognition of capital letters-A to L.
Recognition of small letters- a to l.
(With phonic sounds and vocabulary words.)

**Matching activities** -
Capital letters to capital letters.
Capital letters to small letters.
Capital letters to objects.

**Number Work** -
1 - 25 (Orally).
Recognition of numbers- 1 to 5.
Counting with objects - 1 to 3.

**Matching activities** -
Numbers to Numbers (1 to 5)
Numbers to objects (1 to 3)

**Concepts** -
Tall – Short, Happy – Sad, Hot – Cold, Big – Small

**Recognition of shapes** -
Circle, Square & Triangle

**Recognition of colours** -
Red, Yellow, Green.

**E.V.S – Orals** -
Projects covered during the 1st term.
1. Myself – Parts of the body, My school, My family.
2. Plants & flowers – Parts of plants, names of common flowers ,uses of plants & flowers.
3. Animals and Birds.

**Rhymes** -
Related to projects completed during the 1st term.